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An Erratum on

Sharp detection of oscillation packets in rich time-frequency

representations of neural signals

by Ardelean, E.-R., Bârzan, H., Ichim, A.-M., Mureşan, R. C., and Moca, V. V. (2023). Front. Hum.

Neurosci. 17:1112415. doi: 10.3389/fnhum.2023.1112415

Due to a production error, information regarding code availability was not included.

TheData availability statement has now been corrected to state:

“The raw data supporting the conclusions of this article will be made available

by the corresponding authors, upon reasonable request. Free source code with

a Python implementation of the methods can be found at: https://github.com/

TransylvanianInstituteOfNeuroscience/OscillationDetection.”

The publisher apologizes for this mistake. The original article has been updated.
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